
Roxio Creator® NXT 8: Top Reasons to Upgrade

Creator NXT• 

From NXT 7 to NXT 8

1. Enhance and edit audio with new tools

Enhance your audio files, voiceover recordings, and more with new audio editing tools. Reduce background
chatter, wind, or humming sounds with noise reduction tools. Adjust the length of your audio clips to fit your
project without altering the pitch, and more! Enjoy cleaner, crisper audio in your next video project, home movie,
or music mix. These new audio editing tools round out Roxio Creator as a complete disc burning and creativity
suite.

2. Get the latest photo editing tools with new PaintShop Pro 2019

Go beyond the photo editing capabilities of Creator NXT 8 with Pro and enjoy a complete set of professional image
editing tools in newly included Corel PaintShop Pro 2019. Explore easy-to-use tools for photo adjustments, graphic
design projects, and photo compositions. This updated verion introduces one-click auto adjustments to crop,
straighten, and fix any image quickly. Explore new fun filters and effects to achieve a signature look for your
photos, remove small scratches, erase entire backgrounds, correct red eye, and more!

From NXT 8 to NXT 8 Pro:

1. Secure, encrypt, and password-protect your information with pro-exclusive file security tools.

Roxio Creator NXT Pro 8 delivers more than just disc burning and multimedia creativity ? it delivers peace of
mind. Leverage exclusive file security tools you to protect your important information. Secure your data on disc or
USB drives with powerful encryption, and set passwords with customizable password protocols. Even add and
remove encrypted data to your removable media! Roxio Creator NXT Pro 8 helps you manage and burn your files
securely.

2. Extend your creativity with exclusive photo editing tools

Go beyond the photo editing capabilities of Creator NXT 8 with Pro and enjoy a complete set of professional image
editing tools in Corel PaintShop Pro 2019. Explore easy-to-use tools for photo adjustments, graphic design projects,
and photo compositions. This updated verion introduces one-click auto adjustments to crop, straighten, and fix any
image quickly. Explore new fun filters and effects to achieve a signature look for your photos, remove small
scratches, erase entire backgrounds, correct red eye, and more!

3. Create mesmerizing photo animations

Beautifully animated. Simply uncomplicated. Blur the line between photo and video with images that twist, twirl
and flow. Let the magic of PhotoMirage Express effortlessly transform any image into a mesmerizing animation in
a matter of minutes. Customize the direction of the motion in your photo animation by dragging and dropping the
motion arrows to fit your vision. PhotoMirage Express will help you drive engagement, add interest to your social
media accounts, and bring your photos to life!

4. Explore additional video editing tools and effects

http://kb.parallels.com/en/126720


Roxio Creator NXT 8 Pro delivers more easy-to-use video editing tools and effects to work creatively with your
video clips. Get all the tools you need to make quick edits, add titles, transitions and music, enhance color, and
even stabilize shaky video footage. PLUS, enjoy extra paint effects, automatic audio controls for clear narration,
multi-camera editing across up to four sources, and even 360 video conversion tools! Creator NXT Pro 8 makes it
even easier to edit your video files before burning to disc or sharing online.

5. Watch your home videos any time with included media playback software

Only Creator NXT Pro 8 includes WinDVD Lite for playback of your personal files and home videos. Enjoy
smooth video playback with higher frame rate support, and even play 4K videos!
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